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2 of 2 review helpful Good Book By Filip Slow getting into mainly because of the writing style of the writer and 
setting up an abundance of characters It was an enjoyable read that keeps you guessing and when you think you have 
got it something happens to throw you off You find out what really was supposed to happen but quite did not work out 
as planned it was close enough to satisfy the plan for the world on the plain Reader beware This is a big story so it 
takes volumes of pages to explain the details However under the heading of Thunder at Dawn a lot transpires The 
beings who participate in the adventure are the particularly stubborn type brimming over with the will to live At times 
the characters face a struggle to survive within their habitat that appears to be more like a living hell However to Leon 
Davith his Golem son Bard along with his Enchantress companion who is 
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